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Abstract: Technological development in communications and electronics has made the growing expansion of the In-
ternet of Things (IoT). IoT is expected to make a great impact to our society because smart devices in IoT are easily
integrated into existing service. As a result, standardization of technologies to support the IoT is becoming more im-
portant to realize a smart society through different service domains. This paper presents a survey on the current state
of the art of standards for IoT technologies and gives a brief introduction to related standards and recent research areas
in IoT. Finally, it also proposes an idea of the future platform of scalable IoT systems. The proposed idea employs IP
mobility technologies to realize inter-operability among IoT devices in different networks.
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1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a new technology that is gaining
ground due to the huge advancements in the fields of electronics
and wireless communication technologies [1]. The concept of the
IoT is collecting various information and analyzing it for appli-
cation services. Therefore, the basic idea of IoT is almost same
in Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) [2]. CPS consists of physical
systems such as sensor networks for data collecting and cyber
systems for sophisticated data-analysis.

CPSs have three special constraints: a limited resource,
special-purpose design and a functional interaction. Firstly, typ-
ical devices in CPS have limited memory, computing capabil-
ity and energy, which prevent the use of conventional full stack
IP protocols [3]. Therefore, resource constrained protocols such
as 6LoWPAN [4] have been considered. Secondary, CPSs are
designed for special applications related to the physical phe-
nomenon. Hence, almost all routing protocols for fixed sensor
networks are insufficient in practical usages and new protocols
should be designed for CPSs. Thirdly, decentralized and dis-
tributed control loops require data and control interfaces. How-
ever, general interfaces may not be appropriate to realize a special
application because special applications usually require special
functions related to the physical phenomenon.

The major difference between the IoT and CPS is the pres-
ence or absence of cooperative operation among various services.
Hence, IoT focus on cooperative application applied to various
service domains. As a result, conventional protocols for CPSs
are not enough to connect among different service domains, and
many organizations and alliances such as IEEE (The Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.), ITU-T (International
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Telecommunication Union Telecommunication Standardization
Sector), 3GPP (Third Generation Partnership Project), ISO (In-
ternational Organization for Standardization), IEC (International
Electrotechnical Commission), etc. have been standardizing sev-
eral protocols to realize horizontally-integrated applications [5].

Machine-to-machine (M2M) has a similar meaning of IoT [6].
However, the authors consider that M2M focuses on an automatic
cooperation among machines comparing to IoT to realize a ser-
vice. Since typical M2M devices do not have enough computa-
tion power due to hardware specifications, simplified protocols
for resource constrained devices have been proposed. Industrie
4.0 [7] and Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) [8] have consid-
ered standards for practical applications of M2M in an industrial
domain. They are trying to develop a new application platform
for manufacturing floors such as a factory, manufacturing facil-
ity, etc. In near future, direct communication mechanisms among
M2M devices are required to realize scalable and flexible service
systems among different service domains [9]. As a result, further
consideration should be required for practical M2M systems [10].

This paper presents a survey on the current state of the art of
standards for IoT technologies. First, the author gives a brief in-
troduction to related standards in Section 2. The survey in Sec-
tion 3 gives an overview of research areas in IoT. In Section 4,
the author also analyzes the issues in current IoT systems, and
proposes an idea of the future platform of scalable IoT systems.
Finally, we summarize our idea and take away some points in our
conclusion in Section 5.

2. Related Standard

IoT requires various kinds of technologies. Especially, com-
munication technologies are a fundamental framework to real-
ize IoT services. This section introduces the main stream pro-
tocols and standards for IoT. Figure 1 shows the key wireless
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Fig. 1 Key wireless technologies for IoT.

technologies for IoT. The technologies are classified into WPAN
(Wireless Personal Area Network), WLAN (Wireless Local Area
Network), WNAN (Wireless Neighborhood Area Network), and
WWAN (Wireless Wide Area Network). Detail technologies are
described in the following subsection.

2.1 WPAN/WNAN
IEEE 802.15.4

IEEE 802.15.4 [11] is a standard for low-rate wireless personal
area networks (LR-WPANs). Hence it focuses on low power
consumption and low transmission rate (250 Kbps) because de-
vices are assumed to operate in a battery. It defines three types of
nodes: PAN coordinator, full-function device (FFD) and reduced-
function devices (RFD). The nodes can construct either peer-to-
peer or star networks. Due to a limitation of devices, the maxi-
mum packet size is limited to 127 Bytes including a header and a
payload.

IEEE 802.15.4g is an extended standard of IEEE 802.15.4 for
low-rate wireless neighborhood area network, and facilitates very
large scale process control applications such as Smart Utility
Networks (SUN) with minimal infrastructure, with many fixed
end-nodes. The target utility is metering of electricity, gas, etc.
The IEEE 802.15.4g builds a smart WNAN and extends a data
payload size (2,048 Bytes) comparing to the conventional IEEE
802.15.4. IEEE 802.15.4e is a standard for MAC layer mecha-
nisms to realize a low power intermittent operation. Typically, it
is used with IEEE 802.15.4g because it does not define any phys-
ical layer.

IEEE 802.15.4k is physical layer specifications for low en-
ergy critical infrastructure monitoring network. It provides a low
transmission rate less than 10 Kbps and a long-distance commu-
nication longer than 1 km. As a result, IEEE 802.15.4 will be one
of mainstream standards for IoT devices.
Alliance

There are some alliance to develop a product for IoT because
almost all IEEE standards for wireless communication define fun-
damental specification and not enough to make a product with a
mutual compatibility.

ZigBee [12], Wi-Sun [13], Thread [14], Wireless HART [15]
are specifications based on IEEE 802.15.4. The latest version

3.0 of ZigBee provides a seamless interoperability among the
widest range of smart devices. It also defines standard speci-
fications at all levels of the network, especially the application
level for practical services. Wi-Sun focuses on field area net-
works for applications such as advanced metering infrastructure,
distribution automation, and home energy management. It also
provides secure IPv6 communications over an IEEE 802.15.4g
based wireless mesh network. Thread is an IPv6 based mesh
network protocol, and provides the Thread networking stack on
IEEE 802.15.4. Hence, each Thread end device can connect to
the Internet through a native IP protocol. Wireless HART is a
wireless standard expanding HART (Highway Addressable Re-
mote Transducer) standard of a digital industrial automation pro-
tocol for process automation in factories. The benefit of Wireless
HART is a backward compatibility to traditional HART instru-
ments.

Z-Wave [16] is a wireless communications protocol on sub-
GHz band used for home automation, and provides reliable, low-
latency transmission of small data packets at data rates up to
100 Kbps. The physical and MAC layers of Z-Wave comply
with recommendation ITU-T G.9959 [17]. It uses a source-routed
mesh network architecture to deliver messages. Each Z-Wave
network is identified by a Home ID, and each device is also iden-
tified by a Node ID. Z-Wave has two basic types of device: con-
trollers for controlling other Z-wave devices and slaves that are
controlled by other Z-Wave controllers. Z-Wave alliance also de-
fines specific profiles for home automation like as ZigBee 3.0.
Therefore, they guarantee an interoperability among devices of
different vendors.

CSRmesh is a protocol running over Bluetooth Smart [18]. It
provides message relaying over multiple Bluetooth Smart devices
and enables consumer products such as smartphones, tablets,
etc. employing Bluetooth Smart to interact directly with devices
within the CSRmesh network.

IEEE 802.1 TSN (Time Sensitive Networking) [19] is an exten-
sion protocol of Ethernet AVB (IEEE802.1 Audio/Video Bridg-
ing). These extensions provide very low transmission latency and
high availability. The aim of IEEE 802.1 TSN is realized deter-
ministic communication that ensures data throughput, transmis-
sion delay, and real-time communication. The benefit of the stan-
dard is realizing real-time and time critical message deliveries on
standardized Ethernet components.

2.2 WLAN
IoT devices use a communication function to connect to the

Internet. The traditional standard is IEEE 802.3 [20], that is a
well-known wired network standard called Ethernet. Some IoT
devices employ Ethernet to connect to a network when the de-
vices are fixed in a facility because power over Ethernet (PoE)
can also provide electric power to devices. Recently, power con-
sumption of IoT devices is rapidly reduced according to an ad-
vancement of semiconductor technology. As a result, recent IoT
devices employ a wireless communication device to connect to
the Internet. The following is the main stream standards to real-
ize a local network.

IEEE 802.11 [21] is a well known standard for wireless LAN.
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Recent consumer WLAN devices support IEEE 802.11n/ac,
which support Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) technologies
on 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands. Since the wireless bands for
WLAN are limited and crowded now. New standards for different
bands have been proposed.

IEEE 802.11ad is known as Wireless Gigabit (WiGig), that
supports 7 Gbps on 60 GHz band. The purpose of IEEE 802.11ad
is to provide a high throughput performance in a limited area be-
cause a 60 GHz signal attenuates rapidly according to a distance.

IEEE 802.11af employs a similar Orthogonal Frequency Di-
vision Multiplexing (OFDM) technology on TeleVision White
Space frequency spectrum (TVWS) that is sub-GHz bands. A
bandwidth of the OFDM signal in IEEE 802.11af is 6 MHz or
7 MHz that is a same bandwidth of a TV broadcasting signal.
Since TV towers also use TVWS band, Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) offers a standard for channel sensing methods. Typ-
ically, IoT devices should check a TVWS database or sense a
signal from TV towers. IEEE 802.11af will be a main stream
standard to provide high throughput performance on TVWS.

IEEE 802.11ah is a similar standard of IEEE 802.11af because
both standards use a TVWS band. However, the target of both
standards is especially different. The IEEE 802.11ah focuses
on a long-distance communication with low power consumption.
Hence, it also supports 1 MHz and 2 MHz bands to extend a com-
munication distance. Therefore, IEEE 802.11ah should be a core
stream standard in IEEE 802.11 series for IoT devices because
typical IoT devices require a long communication distance in-
stead of high throughput performance.

2.3 WWAN
Typical IoT services are employing cloud services to provide

functions to end-IoT devices. Therefore, communication tech-
nologies for wide area networks are also important to realize prac-
tical IoT services. The following is the main stream standards for
wide area networks.
3GPP

3GPP (Third Generation Partnership Project) [22] has devel-
oped standards for cellular network systems. The traditional tar-
get of the standards is to realize a high-speed communication. On
the contrary, recent trends for 4G and 5G cellular systems have
two categories: high-speed communication and low-speed com-
munication with low power consumption. For examples, LTE-
Advanced Release 13 focuses on a new specification for IoT de-
vices, and defines new terminal categories: category M1 that sup-
ports a narrow band communication and NB(NarrowBnad)-IoT
that limits a bandwidth less than 180 KHz. Additionally, it also
updates the specification of PSM (Power Saving Mode), and de-
fines an extended DRX (Discontinuous Reception) to extend an
intermittent reception interval of a paging mechanism to reduce
the consumed power.
GSMA/eSIM

The GSMA’s eSIM (Embedded SIM) [23] specification pro-
vides a standard mechanism for remote provisioning and man-
agement of machine to machine (M2M) connections. Traditional
cellular devices require a physical traditional SIM card to con-
nect an operator network. Therefore, products prepare a special

card slot for a SIM card and customers should install a SIM card
into the products. GSMA/eSIM assumes Embedded Universal
Integrated Circuit Card (eUICC) that is a new embedded SIM
function. The eUICC identification information (eICCiD) has an
operational profile working as a traditional provisioning profile
and provisioning profile for downloading an operational profile.
Therefore, it allows the “over the air” provisioning of an initial
operator subscription, and the subsequent change of subscription
from one operator to another. An eSIM selects a profile from in-
stalled profiles according to a direction from a subscription man-
ager operated by a mobile network operator.
LPWAN

LPWAN (Low-Power, Wide-Area Networks) is a new cate-
gory of a wireless communication technology that supports long-
distance communication, low data rate and low power consump-
tion. This paper introduces SIGFOX [24] and LoRa [25] as con-
crete examples.

SIGFOX employs an ultra-narrow band (UNB) technology and
builds a cellular style system to serve communication service.
Therefore, it is mobile network operators adopting their technol-
ogy for IoT deployments. It also opens its technologies of end-
points for any vendors to develop their own products. Endpoints
use bidirectional communication in the specification of SIGFOX.
However, appropriate density of base stations is required to pro-
vide a high quality bidirectional communication service.

LoRa is also a LPWAN specification intended for wireless bat-
tery operated things. A topology of LoRa is a star topology in
which base stations are a transparent bridge relaying messages
between endpoints and a server. The data rates of LoRa are from
0.3 Kbps to 50 Kbps. Since the radio devices for an endpoint and
a basestation are almost same specification, a basestation of LoRa
is not so expensive comparing to that of SIGFOX. Unlike SIG-
FOX, LoRa provides a symmetric link for endpoints.

2.4 Constrained Protocols
IoT typically assumes constrained nodes and constrained net-

works. Therefore, historical full stack protocols are not appro-
priate to deploy on constrained nodes. As a result, constrained
protocols have been considered for an IP network and application
layers.
6LowPAN

6LowPAN (IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Net-
works) [26], [27] has been designed for low-power devices with
limited processing capabilities. The 6LoWPAN group has de-
fined encapsulation and header compression mechanisms. Hence,
IPv6 packets can be sent and received over IEEE 802.15.4 based
networks. 6LowPAN provides some functions: adapting the
packet sizes between a traditional IP network and an IEEE
802.15.4 network, and address resolution between IPv6 addresses
and IEEE 64 bit extended addresses on IEEE 802.15.4, adaptation
layer for interoperability and packet formats between IPv6 do-
main and IEEE 802.15.4 domain. Figure 2 shows the overview
of fragmentation in 6LowPAN. Since the maximum message size
is limited up to 128 bytes in IEEE 802.15.4, the fragmentation
process is optimized to covey an IPv6 payload effectively. 6LoW-
PAN uses a dispatch field that is the first part of a packet to recog-
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Fig. 2 Fragmentation in 6LowPAN.

nize a type of the packet. It defines two types of dispatches: first
fragment and subsequent fragments for carrying an IP datagram.
The first fragment carries a compressed IPv6 header information,
a transport layer header and a first part of a payload. On the con-
trary, the subsequent fragments carry only a part of the payload
of an IPv6 datagram because the compressed IPv6 header should
be an overhead in the limited payload size of IEEE 802.15.4.
CoAP

CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) [28] is a simple ap-
plication layer protocol for very simple electronics devices. it is
designed to translate to Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) eas-
ily for simplified integration with web systems, and provides a re-
quest/response interaction model between application endpoints
Hence proxying between CoAP and HTTP can easily translate
messages through an intermediary. It uses a short fixed-length bi-
nary header (4 bytes). Since it defines two messages types of re-
quests and responses, it uses two simple message types: requests
and responses. The header format is shared by these message
types. Each message contains a message ID used to detect dupli-
cates. The message procedures in CoAP are carried with either a
method code or a response code, respectively. it is bound to User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) and optionally to Datagram Transport
Layer Security (DTLS) to provide a high level of communication
security.
MQTT

MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT) [29] is a lightweight pub-
lish/subscribe messaging protocol. Multiple clients connect to a
broker and subscribe to topics, and also connect to the broker and
publish messages to topics. Since topics are treated as a hierar-
chy, clients can handle all topics in the same way as a filesystem.
MQTT defines three levels of Quality of Service (QoS): QoS 0 for
delivering a message once with no confirmation, QoS 1 for deliv-
ering a message at least once with confirmation required and QoS
2 for delivering a message exactly once by using a four step hand-
shake. Therefore, publishers and clients can control the level of
delivery QoS according to their service model. Since the MQTT
protocol requires an underlying transport that provides an ordered
and reliable communication, TCP is used for MQTT. Addition-
ally, TLS is used to realize a secure function on the MQTT pro-
tocol.

2.5 IoT Platform
Messages in IoT systems travel from an end device to an appli-

cation system through PAN, WAN and a platform layer. Recently,
several platform layer standards have been discussed in some or-
ganizations.
OneM2M

OneM2M [30] provides a common M2M service layer that can
be readily embedded within various hardware and software. It
also defines use cases and requirements for a common set of ser-
vice, protocols and APIs, security and privacy mechanisms, inter-
operability, identification and naming of devices and applications,
information models and data management, and management as-
pects. The benefit of OneM2M is to consider horizontal service
domains in IoT to reuse information and to create a new value
from the reused information.
IEEE 2413

IEEE 2413 [31] defines an architectural framework for the IoT.
The framework includes descriptions of IoT domains, definitions
of IoT domain abstractions, and identification of commonalities
between different IoT domains. It also provides some reference
architectures to build a reference model according to a practical
service application. Especially it focuses on cross-domain inter-
action, system interoperability and functional compatibility in the
IoT.
WoT

Web of Things (WoT) [32] is a new term to handle real-world
objects to be part of the World Wide Web. It provides a simpli-
fied application layer to create IoT products. Since WoT uses
HTML5/JavaScript as a developing language, developed code
should work on various kinds of hardwares and OSs. Addition-
ally, WoT defines standards to obtain information through a Web
API. As a result, Web applications on every IoT device can con-
nect each other through Web APIs.

3. Research Area in IoT

IoT services are built up by a wide range of research domains.
This section introduces research domains for IoT briefly.

3.1 Application in IoT
Original idea of IoT application relies on sensor network ap-

plications. Hence, early researches focuses on developing a
smart monitoring system with wireless sensor and actuator net-
works [33]. Since a wireless band is limited and IP based net-
works are important in practical services, rate control mecha-
nisms and IP based sensor networks have been considered [34],
[35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40]. Recently, IoT service ex-
pands to cover health care applications to recognize human ac-
tivities [41], [42]. Additionally, Vehicular Adhoc NETworks
(VANETs) also focus on IoT from the view point of M2M com-
munication [43], [44] because connected vehicles are essentially
a network of machines communicating each other.

3.2 Cloud Services in IoT
Cloud services are a core function to provide valuable services

in IoT. Therefore, cloud based IoT platforms have been devel-
oped for a specific service because standardization on horizontal
service domains are still under working [45], [46], [47]. Addi-
tionally, some researchers have tried to port an application logic
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from firmware on a device to a cloud service because the moving
of an application logic means a flexible software management on
embed devices [48].

According to the technical advantages of IoT devices, fog and
edge computing are a new topic of interest to researchers [49].
Since network capacity for IoT is limited in real wireless sys-
tems [50], reducing the amount of information at IoT devices is
effective to realize flexible and scalable IoT systems [51]. Hence,
some frameworks for edge computing have been proposed to re-
alize a distributed programming model [52].

3.3 Protocols
IoT services require wireless networks to easily deploy IoT de-

vices. As a result, routing protocols are an important function to
realize practical wireless networks. ADOV [53] and DSR [54] are
the well-known routing protocols for ad-hoc networks [55], and a
geographic routing is also suitable for unstable networks such as
vehicular networks [56].

6LowPAN in IoT practically assume RPL (IPv6 Routing Pro-
tocol for Low power and Lossy Networks) as a routing proto-
col [57], [58], [59]. Hence, an implementation has been devel-
oped on real devices [60], [61], [62], [63], and evaluation soft-
ware have also proposed [64], [65], [66]. Additionally, some re-
searchers have evaluated performance on RPL under mobility to
apply RPL to VANETs [67]. IoT services also depend on upper
layer protocols such as an application layer [68], [69]. Some re-
searches have developed CoAP on real devices [70], [71]

3.4 Security
Security and privacy are becoming a major concern of IoT sys-

tems because IoT devices may be installed in private areas and
collected information may be valuable [72], [73] Some practical
CoAP applications employ DTLS to realize a high security level
of communication [74], [75]. Some researchers proposed a spe-
cial virtual network for IoT service to protect information [76].
Additionally, lightweight ciphers have also proposed for the IoT
because IoT devices may be resource constrained devices [77].

4. Scalable and Interoperable IoT

Recent IoT services have been developed on a vertical system
model, where every layer has been designed by a company or
an organization. As a result, a recent trend of standardization
considers a horizontal system model to realize scalable and in-
teroperable operations in IoT services. As this paper has intro-
duced, various standard protocols have been proposed to estab-
lish a cooperative mechanism among horizontal service domains.
These protocols usually focus on a standardization in an appli-
cation layer. Therefore, they assume that the inter-accessibility
among end-nodes should be guaranteed. On the contrary, practi-
cal IP networks have some issues for inter-accessibility due to a
difference of IP protocol version and firewalls. This section pro-
poses a new layer design for IoT service to realize inter-operation
among end-nodes in different networks.

4.1 System Model
A current layer model for IoT assumes that IP networks are

Fig. 3 System model of NTMobile.

transparent, that means every end-nodes can access each other.
This assumption should be reasonable when an IoT service is op-
erated in a closed IP network such as smart metering systems.
The author considers that IoT should consider an open IP net-
work in the near future because constructing a closed IP network
is difficult when different vendors provide IoT devices and these
devices cooperate each other. As a result, the author considers
that a new layer model should have a middleware layer between
the IP layer and the transport layer to realize a transparent con-
nectivity among end-nodes.

The proposed model has a new layer to realize a transparent
connectivity over IP networks because we should solve accessi-
bility issues due to the different protocol versions, NAT traversal,
and mobility. The proposed idea is to employ an IP mobility pro-
tocol or Information-Centric Networking (ICN). Since ICN pro-
vides some features such as topology independent name based
routing, mobility support and packet level security [78], some de-
signs have been proposed recently [79], [80], [81]. As the author
has developed an IP mobility mechanism, this paper focuses on
an integration of IP mobility protocol and IoT services.

4.2 IP Mobility Based Overlay Network
The author has developed a new IP mobility technology called

NTMobile (Network Traversal with Mobility) [82], [83]. NTMo-
bile can provide useful features such as an IP mobility and ac-
cessibility in both IPv4 and IPv6 networks. Since end-nodes use
virtual IP addresses that are independent addresses from physi-
cal IP addresses, end-nodes can continuously communicate with
each other when they switch an access network.

Figure 3 shows the system model of NTMobile. NTMobile
consists of some management servers:account server (AS), di-
rection coordinator (DC), notification server (NS), relay server
(RS) and many end-nodes called NTMobile clients. AS serves an
authentication service for NTMobile clients when they connect
to the NTMobile network. DC manages communication among
NTMobile clients according to their mobility status. RS relays
communication among NTMobile clients when a direct connec-
tion is not available due to the different protocol IP version or
a specification of routers. NS manages incoming connections to
NTMobile clients.

4.3 Naming Space
The naming space in NTMobile employs DNS (Domain Name

System) mechanisms because typical upper layer applications use
DNS mechanisms to solve host names. Therefore, NTMobile
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Fig. 4 Naming space of NTMobile.

Fig. 5 Interoperability to 6LowPAN networks with NTMobile.

specification requests DC to implement a DNS server function
to manage its domain. Since DNS is originally a distributed
database system, the naming space of NTMobile has also a sim-
ilar distributed database manner. Hence, NTMobile clients can
communicate with each other even if different DC manages each
NTMobile client because each DC can easily find each other by
using DNS mechanisms.

Figure 4 shows the overview of naming space in NTMobile.
AS manages the top domain of NTMobile naming space because
AS signs a digital certificate of each server. Therefore, each DC
has own subdomain space. Since each DC has own domain name,
each NTMobile client has also Fully Qualified Domain Name
(FQDN) with DC’s subdomain. As a result, every NTMobile
client can recognize each other by using FQDN in the NTMobile
network.

4.4 Interoperability to 6LowPAN Networks
The basic idea of IP mobility in NTMobile is employing a vir-

tual IP address to make a connection. Therefore, NTMobile can
use both IPv4 and IPv6 for virtual IP addresses. As this paper
presented, recent trends in IoT services assumes full IP connec-
tivity to end-devices, that means IPv6 addresses are used with the
6LowPAN mechanism. Therefore, NTMobile should use IPv6
virtual addresses to realize interoperability with IoT services.

Figure 5 shows the protocol stacks between a 6LowPAN net-
work and a traditional IP network. The function of NTMobile
is inserted between the IP layer and the transport layer. There-
fore, NTMobile provides a virtual IPv6 address to the transport
layer, and the transport layer can manage a connection by the vir-
tual IPv6 address. NTMobile can capsulate a datagram with the
virtual IP address into new datagram with an IPv4 or an IPv6
address. Hence, IoT devices can communicate with each other
through a 6LowPAN network.

Fig. 6 Example signaling process (Global to Private).

4.5 Security of NTMobile
NTMobile provides secure communication based on Ad-

vanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption between NTMo-
bile clients. Since the encryption key is transferred directly be-
tween NTMobile clients, privacy of NTMobile communication
is guaranteed. As exchange mechanisms of the encryption key,
NTMobile has two methods with a temporary key or a digital
certificate. In the temporary key method, DC distributes a tem-
porary key for exchanging a communication key to both NT-
Mobile clients when both clients start communication. NTMo-
bile guarantees secure communication among whole nodes in-
cluding AS, DC, RS, NS, and NTMobile clients with a different
shared encryption key. Therefore, the communication key is se-
cretly shared by both NTMobile clients. In the digital certificate
method, each NTMobile client has own digital certificate signed
by their AS. They also verify a certificate each other, and ex-
change a communication key.

4.6 Example Signaling Process of NTMobile
NTMobile provides some signaling processes to realize a tun-

nel communication between NTMobile clients according to a net-
work condition. Figure 6 shows the example of the signaling
process where one NTMobile client has a global IPv4 address
and the other NTMobile client has a private IPv4 address. This
figure defines MN (Mobile Node) and CN (Correspondent Node)
as two NTMobile clients. The initiation process starts at MN side,
and MN transmits the direction request message to DCMN. DCMN

tries to find DCCN by checking NS record of DNS because each
DC is a DNS server for its own domain. Then, it also transmits
the node information request message to DCCN to obtain the in-
formation of CN. Since it can select a signaling process according
to the network condition, it transmits the route direction message
that indicates the signaling process. In this example, the route
direction message indicates CN to transmit a tunnel request mes-
sage because CN exists behind the NAT router. NS informs CN
that the direction message arrives at DCCN. Then, CN obtains the
direction message from DCCN. DCMN also transmits the direc-
tion message when it receives the acknowledgement from CN. In
this example, CN transmits the tunnel request message and MN
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replies the tunnel reply message to establish the tunnel commu-
nication. Detail signaling procedures of NTMobile can be found
in the reference papers [82], [83].

5. Conclusion

This paper has presented a survey on recent technologies and
standards for IoT. Since early IoT systems have been developed
in a vertical service model, an interoperability among different
service domains is a big issue in recent day. As a result, the latest
trend of IoT technologies is to consider horizontal service do-
mains to realize an interoperability, and many alliances for IoT
has proposed their standardized protocols. However, current IoT
does not make an inter-operation among IoT devices in different
networks. This paper also proposes an idea of the future platform
of scalable IoT systems. The proposed idea employs IP mobility
technologies to realize inter-operability among devices in differ-
ent networks. Additionally, the proposed idea is excellent with
6LowPAN mechanisms that are used in IoT networks. There-
fore, the author believes that the proposed idea will be one of IoT
platforms to realize a remotely-connected operation among IoT
devices.
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